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There are typos in the definition of several equations. We show the correct versions in the following. These are only typos
in the intermediate equations, while all final results and figures are correct and are not changed.
(1) The correct expression of Eq. (11) is
Iˇ = o
n
2e2
h
2T1ns1 + T1n
2 + T1nfHˇ +,Gˇ 1g+d−1fHˇ +,Gˇ 1g .
(2) The correct expression of Eq. (15) is
Ib =
e2
2hon TrfI
ˆ
Kntˆ3g
with
IˆK =
2e2
h on I
ˆ
Kn.
(3) Trace is missing in Eqs. (18) and (20).
(4) In Eq. (23), the definition of L2 is given by
L2 = Rehg+scos u0 + cos u0
*d + f+ssin u0 + sin u0*dj .
(5) The correct expression of Eq. (26) is given by
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with Iˇsfd=2e2 /hIˇn0.
(6) The correct definition of Rb below Eqs. (27) and (42) is given by
Rb =
2R0
E
−p/2
p/2
dfTsfdcos f
with Sharvin resistance at the interface R0.
(7) Below Eq. (32), the correct boundary condition is given by
L
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Rb
,
Ib0 =
Tn
2
C0
us2 − Tnds1 + g+g− + f+f−d + Tnfcos u0sg+ + g−d + sin u0sf+ + f−dgu2
C0 = Tns1 + ucos u0u2 + usin u0u2d 3 fug+ + g−u2 + uf+ + f−u2 + u1 + f+f− + g+g−u2 + uf+g− − g+f−u2g + 2s2 − TndRehs1 + g+*g−* + f+* f−*d
3fscos u0 + cos u0
*dsg+ + g−d + ssin u0 + sin u0
*dsf+ + f−dgj + 4TnImscos u0sin u0*dImfsf+ + f−dsg+* + g−*dg .
(8) In the Appendix, the definition of v and vn is given by vF and vFx, respectively.
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